T means the carbon atom of the single-atom tip, and C means the carbon atoms in the graphene. S and Mo mean the sulfur and molybdenum atoms of SLMoS2, respectively. These parameters have been demonstrated in previous works [1, 2] . 
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The position of the tip P (nm) mx=10 -10 kg mx=5*10 -9 kg mx=3*10 -8 kg mx=12*10 -8 kg mx=10 -10 kg mx=5*10 -9 kg mx=3*10 -8 kg mx=12*10 -8 kg tip P vs the scanning distance D curves for sliding paths along AC orientation of the monovacancy-defective graphene ((c), (e), (g) and (i)) and SLMoS2 ((d), (f), (h) and (j)) with different effective mass of the system mx, damping of the system γx, sliding velocity Vm and spring constant of the pulling spring cx. The critical spring constants cx of the monovacancy-defective graphene (i) and SLMoS2 (j) are the curvatures of the tip-surface interaction (Vtotal '' ) at the vacancy defect site of defective graphene and SLMoS2 (V '' carbon = 1.42 for the monovacancy-defective graphene and V '' SLMoS2 = 14.76 for the monovacancy-defective SLMoS2). The small and larger cx are based on their respective critical values cx and separated by an amplitude of 5 times. Specifically, the small, critical and larger cx of the monovacancy-defective graphene in Figure S2 (i) is 0.28 N/m, 1.42 N/m and 7.10 N/m, respectively. The small, critical and larger cx of the monovacancy-defective SLMoS2 in Figure S2 
